IN 1950 Oberling, Bernhard, Braunsteiner and Febvre noticed the presence of ultramicroscopic granules and rods in leukoblasts of human leukemias and discussed the'lr possible relationship with corpuscular elements earlier observed by Porter and Thomson (1947 ; 1948) in cells of rat cysticercus sarcoma.
IN 1950 Oberling, Bernhard, Braunsteiner and Febvre noticed the presence of ultramicroscopic granules and rods in leukoblasts of human leukemias and discussed the'lr possible relationship with corpuscular elements earlier observed by Porter and Thomson (1947 ; 1948) in cells of rat cysticercus sarcoma. Further studies (Oberhng, Bernhard, Guerin and Harel, 1950;  Oberling, Bernhard, Febvre and Harel, 1951 , 1952a , 1952b ) revealed a great polymorphism of these elements, their evident similarity with mitochondrial structures and their frequent occurrence not only in neoplastic but also in normal ceus. These results led Oberling and his co-workers to consider them as a submicroscopic chondrioma or ultrachondrioma.
Since then, Selby and Berger (1952) have described such formations in tissue cultures of human carcinonias while Porter and Kallman (1952) found them also in rat fibroblasts derived either from embryos or from sarcomas and caued them cc growth granules."
We have further studied these particles in the hope of elucidating their nature, and more especially their possible relationships with virus infections and with cancer.
MATERIAL AND METHODS.
The methods used have already been described (Bernhard, Febvre and Harel, 1950; Harel and Bussmann, 1952 Results are summarized in Table I . (Harel, 1953) according to the method used by Hahn, Jackson and Goldie (1951) Fig. 2 and 3 and Fig. 4 and 5 ).
There may be some unwilhngness by cytologists to admit the mitochondrial nature of formations unless they stain with Janus green and exhibit functional capacities generally ascribed to those structures.
For obvious reasons these two postulates cannot be met for the time being, but it may be remembered that mitochondria were recognised as a cytological entity long before Janus green had shown its utihty as a mitochondrial stain and 24 before anything was known about functional abilities of the chondrioma. Even the specifity of Janus green stain depends on certain criteria (Showacre, 1953 Many cytologists consider the chondrioma as fixed both in amount and morphology. But this stabihty is dependant upon the material studied, and it is in fact true of speciahzed tissues observed under standard conditions. Botanists have long noted the morphological variations of the chondrioma in active cens (Guilhermond, 1934; Gautheret, 1950) . No6l (1924) The researches of Levi (1934), Lewis and 1-jewis (1915) , etc., seemed in favour of the de novo appearance of mitochondrioma in cells of tissue cultures. Recently Chevremont and Frederic (1952) observing tissue culture cells during mitosis with the phase contrast-microscope, noted the transformation of chondrioconts into very minute rods and granules which resemble the structures described here. 'These formations sometimes disappeared and appeared again in daughter-ceHs and then growing thicker and longer, reconstituted ordinary chondriosomes.
The existence of the ultrachondrioma may well explain the apparent appear--ance de novo of mitochondrioma as a result of their regeneration from the ultra-.chondrioma.
It is not impossible that the absence of the ultrachondrioma in many ceRs may be more apparent than real-. The degree to which ordinary mitochondriaare (1946, 1949) (Chantrenne, 1947 ; Jeener, 1948; Jeener and Szafarz, 1950 There are two fields in which the existence of the ultrachondrioma raises special problems.
In cytology, the presence of corpuscles resembling viruses in normal (or presumably normal) cells should be a warning against mistaken interpretations and will complicate the task of those workers who are engaged on the problem of the interaction of cell and virus.
In biochemistry it introduces a new factor into the study of cytoplasmic fractions isolated by ultracentrifugation. It seems obvious that a large part of the ultrachondrioma will be deposited in the so-called microsomal fraction and would therefore lead the erroneous conclusions concerning the homogeneity of this fraction.
The concept of the ultrachondrioma limited though it appears should entail a critical revision of some of the present data of cytology.
